More Provider Data.
Less Redundant Paperwork.

CAQH ProView™ — The Next Generation Universal Provider Datasource® — is the trusted electronic solution
and industry standard for capturing and sharing healthcare provider self-reported data. More than 1.3 million
physicians and other providers now enter and maintain
a wide range of information within CAQH ProView,
each creating a comprehensive “provider profile” to
share with the healthcare organizations they choose.
Nearly 800 health plans, hospitals and provider
groups use CAQH ProView to:
— Streamline credentialing.
— Improve network provider directories.
— Speed claims processing and adjudication.
— Simplify additional administrative processes requiring demographic and professional provider data.

— Robust standards to maintain the privacy and security of provider data.
— Access to more provider profile information, including additional types of provider relationships (e.g.,
non-participating and delegated providers) and
ownership disclosure.

The availability and sharing of
electronic data is driving a revolution
in our nation’s healthcare system,
and access to accurate, timely
provider data is critical for its
success. CAQH ProView is central
to this effort.

CAQH ProView reduces duplicative paperwork and
saves millions of dollars in annual administrative costs
for providers and participating organizations.
It offers enhanced usability and functionality over traditional methods of provider data collection, including:
— User-friendly layout and logical workflow.
— Fully electronic, eliminating the need for paper
forms, faxing and mailing.

Learn more.

Join hundreds of organizations now using CAQH
ProView. Get started by visiting http://www.caqh.org/
overview.php or by emailing sales@caqh.org.

CAQH ProView Benefits

The innovative design and large user base of CAQH
ProView make it the leading industry solution for
self-reported provider administrative information.
It was developed in collaboration with health plans,
health systems and providers to ensure it meets their
needs, both in the types of information collected and
the ease of sharing it.
Health Plans, Hospitals and Provider Groups

— Benefit from ongoing system enhancements, including introduction of new data fields.
Healthcare Providers

— S ave time and frustration by entering data only
once into the “provider profile,” using an intelligent
workflow design. Then, submit it to multiple authorized healthcare organizations in every state.
— Stores data electronically, eliminating paper submission. Upload supporting documents directly to improve

— Receive the most complete, up-to-date set of in-

the quality and timeliness of completed applications.

formation available from every type of healthcare

— Maintain total control of information with enhanced

provider delivering health and wellness services.
— Reduce time and resources needed for credentialing, network directory maintenance and other administrative functions requiring provider data.
— Real-time system validation of select provider data
against industry sources reduces incorrect data en-

security features.
— Self-register with the system even before a health
plan, hospital, health system or provider group initiates the application process.
— Available to providers at no cost.

try, increasing data quality and decreasing delays in

Practice Managers

data processing.

— Maintain information about multiple locations and

— New application programming interface (API) capabilities provide access to provider data through
real-time web services.
— Secure electronic exchange of roster and provider
data (extract) files, with roster exception reporting
and customizable extract reports. Flexibility to receive

provider lists.
— Submit files with pre-populated data using a new
‘bulk upload’ option, reducing the amount of profile
information that individual providers must submit.
— Access to detailed activity log and export history, as
well as corresponding provider activity.

provider data in multiple formats: ASCII, XML or PDF.

CAQH, a non-profit alliance, is the leader in creating shared initiatives to streamline the business of healthcare. Through collaboration and innovation, CAQH
accelerates the transformation of business processes, delivering value to providers, patients and health plans.

